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l if e st yle

Deep within the Mukogodo forest in central Kenya, a
community of traditional hunter gatherers are working
with the government to help expand forests and crack

down on illegal logging and poaching using ancient conserva-
tion techniques. The Yiaaku are hailed a model of collaboration
with authorities, using traditional knowledge to take care of
tree and plant cover while adopting new livelihoods such as
keeping bees and livestock to protect animals from hunting.

Kenya Forest Services Director, Emilio Mugo, said legisla-
tion to allow co-management of forests was introduced nearly
a decade ago but the Yiaaku is the first successful community
to do so, with hopes this approach can be replicated across
Kenya. “Where this community model is practiced we have
seen cases of illegal logging reduce up to 50 percent,” Mugo
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “Since we integrated
the community’s indigenous knowledge model of conserving
forests into our forest policy .. there has been little friction or

tensions with these forest dwellers.”
The Kenya Forest Management Act of 2007 aimed to inte-

grate communities into forest management but also led to
the abolition of long-standing traditions such as hunting and
logging for charcoal to maintain the forests and promote
tourism. It came ahead of Kenya setting a target to increase its
forest cover to about 10 percent by 2030 from an estimated
7.2 percent, according to the Kenya Forest Service (KFS).

Old versus the new
Yiaaku leaders say their approach to protecting the forest

from illegal loggers and trophy hunters has not only helped
defuse conflict with neighboring communities but eased past
tensions with government authorities who want to ensure
forests and animals are protected to encourage tourism. He
said the community’s knowledge of the forest meant they
knew which trees had medicinal value and need conservation,

could foresee dry spells so water points could be conserved
and used observation of wildlife - such as bird migration pat-
terns - to warn of drought or dangerous weather events.

He said the Yiaaku, living northeast of Nairobi, also acted as
fire fighters during the hot season and monitored the health
of seedlings and old trees. “We don’t have to fight with the
authorities anymore as they have acknowledged our system
as a powerful tool in protection and conservation of the forest
biodiversity,” Simon Napei, a Yiaaku forest scout, told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation. “Every activity in the forest is
decided by a council of elders. During drought seasons a
council of elders sits and decides where and when the live-
stock should be grazed in the forest.” Children are trained and
taught by their elders to understand the value of individual
trees for the overall health of the forest, he said, and every
individual will plant more than 20 trees during each rainy sea-
son “The community has strong cultural beliefs and taboos

which are viewed as sacred,” he said.
“These taboos are a set of rules and regulations used to

bring sanity within the community and anyone who breaks
the rules brings a curse to the family.”

Mugo said the Yiaaku are now custodians of more than
74,000 acres (29,950 hectares) of forest land and their success
has also earned them security and autonomy. He said the gov-
ernment had saved “millions of Kenyan shillings” previously
spent on armed personnel to guard forests and reforesting
programs, and the government now hopes to replicate this
approach in 100 other gazetted forests. “We are targeting
communities that are well organized and have a common pur-
pose of conserving forests,” he said. — Reuters

Taboos and ancient traditions help one community protect Kenya’s forests

Its scarred lion Marjan was for years a symbol of Afghan sur-
vival. Now, more than a decade after his death, Afghanistan
remains battered by war but Kabul zoo is buzzing again-a

haven for women, children and young lovers in a capital city
that has little public space for anyone but men. The carnival of
animal life may be a mundane affair compared to other
places, but it seems like an anomaly in Kabul, a war-scarred
city benighted by post-traumatic stress, which still faces a
high risk of insurgent attacks.

Men with children, women in blue burqas, crowds of
young students-girls and boys-come to this haven to relax.
“My wife and I have come here to take a break and forget our
pain and sorrows,” explains Mohammad Ali Akbari, a resident
of southern Ghazni province, one of the worst hit by the
Taliban insurgency. “My wife is a bit sick. I brought her here so
she can breathe fresh air and enjoy the normal things of life,”
he adds, as his wife gazes at a bear inside a cage.

Children peer through a wire mesh fence, amused by mon-
keys swinging their tails and frolicking from one tree to anoth-
er, as some of them imitate their whoops and barks. Loud
music emanates from the zoo canteen near an aviary with
pheasants and other birds, as families huddled in conversation
around burgers, fries and canned sodas. Other picnickers seek
respite from the scorching afternoon heat under the shade of
trees, while enjoying platters of cantaloupe, honeydew and
watermelon. Blushing young lovers sit on a bench opposite
the gazelle cage, seeking an escape from prying eyes in a city
where harassment is otherwise commonplace.

‘More than a zoo’ 
The Kabul zoo-the only one in the country-is located in the

heart of the Afghan capital, surrounded by a dense warren of
muddy flat-topped houses. Before the 1992-1995 civil war, the
zoo was home to many exotic animals. But most of them were
either killed or escaped as mortar rounds slammed into the
zoo during fighting, leaving only a bear with a nose injured by
children who jabbed it with a stick, a scattering of monkeys,
an assortment of birds of prey-and Marjan, the showpiece lion
who was blinded by a grenade blast in 1993. 

Many of the smaller and tamer animals, such as sheep and
goats, were stolen for food. More exotic creatures, such as rare
species of birds, were sold on the black market or smuggled
out of the country. The zoo has since undergone a slow and
painful reconstruction, now housing around 600 animals,
many of them gifted by countries such as India and China. “It
is now more than a zoo,” said Aziz Gul Saqib, who has served

as director for more than a decade. “Families feel safe here.
They see the zoo as a place for rejuvenation,” he told AFP,
adding that last year more than 700,000 people visited the
zoo, including 50,000 students.

The zoo, he said, earned 17 million Afghanis ($250,000) last
year from ticket sales and other revenues, making it self-sus-
tainable. It is equipped with hi-tech surveillance cameras and
loudspeakers-often used to chide those who tease the ani-
mals. “It is very important to teach people about wildlife
because exotic animals in Afghanistan are on the verge of
extinction,” Saqib said. Marjan was seen as a symbol of
Afghanistan’s national survival after living through coups,
invasions, the grenade attack which scarred his face and
blinded him, civil war and the hardline Taliban era which end-
ed in 2001.

He died in 2002 and is now buried in the zoo, but his
bronze statue greets visitors at the entrance with many visi-
tors posing beside it for selfies and photographs. A new
Marjan made headlines around the world when AFP found
him in 2014, living on the roof of a compound in the upmar-
ket Taimani district of the capital.  Government inspectors
took him from the owner as the lion’s health declined and
brought him to the zoo. He did not live-but as the conflict
grinds on, the zoo itself has become a symbol of Afghan
endurance.—  AFP

A young Afghan visitor dressed in camouflage outfit gestures as he looks into
an enclosure at Kabul Zoo in Kabul. — AFP photos

Afghan visitors watch an unseen bear inside an enclosure at Kabul Zoo. An Afghan man and children look on as pigeons fly inside an enclosure at Kabul
Zoo.

Kabul’s once battle-scarred
zoo roars back to life

Burqa-clad Afghan visitors walk past a statue of ‘Marjan’ the lion once the most famous
resident at Kabul Zoo.

A peacock stands in an
enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

An Afghan visitor (left) feeds a jackal in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

A deer looks on from an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

Afghan children touch a statue of ‘Marjan’.

An Afghan zoo employee (right) feeds a deer in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo. Afghan visitors watch as a heron stands inside an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

Afghan visitors look on as deers roam in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.


